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RANDOM EXTENSIONS OF FREE GROUPS AND SURFACE
GROUPS ARE HYPERBOLIC
SAMUEL J. TAYLOR AND GIULIO TIOZZO
Abstract. In this note, we prove that a random extension of either the free group
FN of rank N ě 3 or of the fundamental group of a closed, orientable surface Sg of
genus g ě 2 is a hyperbolic group. Here, a random extension is one corresponding
to a subgroup of either OutpFN q or ModpSgq generated by k independent random
walks. Our main theorem has several applications, including that a random sub-
group of a weakly hyperbolic group is free and undistorted.
1. Introduction
Let F “ FN denote the free group of rank N ě 3 and S “ Sg the closed, orientable
surface of genus g ě 2. Group extensions of both F and pi1pSq can be understood
by investigating subgroups of their respective outer automorphism groups. For this,
denote the outer automorphism group of F by OutpF q and the mapping class group
of S by ModpSq.
For the surface S, there is the well-known Birman exact sequence [Bir69]
1 Ñ pi1pSq Ñ ModpS; pq fÑ ModpSq Ñ 1,
where ModpS; pq denotes the group of mapping classes that fix the marked point
p P S and f : ModpS; pq Ñ ModpSq is the surjective homomorphism that forgets
this requirement. Given any finitely generated subgroup Γ ď ModpSq, its preimage
EΓ “ f´1pΓq in ModpS; pq is a finitely generated group fitting into the sequence
1 Ñ pi1pSq Ñ EΓ Ñ Γ Ñ 1.
We say that EΓ is the surface group extension corresponding to Γ ď ModpSq. Much
work has gone into understanding what conditions on Γ ď ModpSq imply that the
corresponding extension EΓ is hyperbolic. Such subgroups were introduced by Farb
and Mosher as convex cocompact subgroups of the mapping class group [FM02] and
have since become an active area of study. See for example [KL08, KL07, Ham05,
DKL12, MT13] and Section 2.2 for details.
The situation for extensions of the free group F is similar; by definition there is
the short exact sequence
1 Ñ F Ñ AutpF q fÑ OutpF q Ñ 1,
where f : AutpF q Ñ OutpF q is now the induced quotient homomorphism. As before,
a finitely generate subgroup Γ ď OutpF q pulls back via f to the corresponding free
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group extension EΓ “ f´1pΓq. Conditions on Γ ď OutpF q which imply that the
extension group EΓ is hyperbolic were recently given by Dowdall and the first author
in [DT14a]. See Section 2.3 for details.
In this note, we consider the following question:
Question 1.1. Given a random subgroup Γ of either ModpSq or OutpF q, how likely
is it that the corresponding extension group EΓ is hyperbolic?
By employing techniques developed by Maher and the second author in [MT14], we
answer Question 1.1 by considering subgroups generated by random walks on either
ModpSq or OutpF q. The point is that the references above characterize hyperbolicity
of the extension group EΓ (for both F and pi1pSq) solely in terms of the action of Γ on
a certain hyperbolic graph. This is precisely the situation considered in [MT14]. For
this reason, we can treat both the cases of free group extensions and surface group
extensions at once.
1.1. Results. To state our main theorem, we briefly introduce our model of random
subgroups. Additional background on random walks is given in Section 2.1.
First, let X be a separable hyperbolic metric space and G a countable group acting
on X by isometries. The action G ñ X is said to be nonelementary if there are
g, h P G which are loxodromic for the action and whose quasiaxis determine 4 distinct
endpoints on BX. A probability measure µ on G is nonelementary if the semigroup
generated by its support is a subgroup of G whose action on X is nonelementary.
Now let µ be a nonelementary probability measure on G with respect to the action
Gñ X and consider k independent random walks pw1nqnPN, . . . , pwknqnPN whose incre-
ments are distributed according to µ. For each n P N, we can consider the subgroup
generated by the nth steps of our random walks,
Γpnq “ xw1n, . . . , wkny ď G,
which we endow with the word metric coming from a given generating set.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a countable group with a nonelementary action by isometries
on a separable hyperbolic space X. Let µ be a nonelementary probability measure on
G and fix x0 P X. Then, the probability that the orbit map
Γpnq “ xw1n, . . . , wkny Ñ X
g ÞÑ g ¨ x0
is a quasi–isometric embedding goes to 1 as nÑ 8.
Combining Theorem 1.2 with work of Farb–Mosher [FM02], Kent–Leininger [KL08],
and Hamensta¨dt [Ham05] (see Section 2.2) answers Question 1.1 for surface group
extensions:
Theorem 1.3 (Random surface group extensions). Let µ be a nonelementary proba-
bility measure on ModpSq and let Γpnq “ xw1n, . . . , wkny denote the subgroup generated
by the nth steps of k independent random walks. Then the probability that the surface
group extension EΓpnq is hyperbolic goes to 1 as nÑ 8.
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Proof. As discussed in Section 2.2, the mapping class group has a nonelementary
action by isometries on the curve graph CpSq. Theorem 1.2 then implies that the
probability that the orbit map Γpnq Ñ CpSq is a quasi–isometric embedding goes to
1 as n Ñ 8. Since the extension EΓpnq is hyperbolic whenever Γpnq Ñ CpSq is a
quasi–isometric embedding (Theorem 2.3), the theorem follows. 
For extensions of free groups, we answer Question 1.1 by combining Theorem 1.2
with work of Dowdall and the first author [DT14a] (see Section 2.3):
Theorem 1.4 (Random free group extensions). Let µ be a nonelementary probability
measure on OutpF q and let Γpnq “ xw1n, . . . , wkny. Then the probability that the free
group extension EΓpnq is hyperbolic goes to 1 as nÑ 8.
Proof. As in Section 2.3, OutpF q has a nonelementary action by isometries on the
hyperbolic graph I. The remainder of the proof follows exactly as in Theorem 1.3
after replacing CpSq with I and using Theorem 2.5 in place of Theorem 2.3. 
Remark 1.5. When k “ 1, Theorem 1.3 is equivalent to the statement that the
probability that wn is pseudo-Anosov goes to 1 as n Ñ 8. Versions of this result
were proven by Rivin in [Riv08] and Maher in [Mah11]. Likewise, Theorem 1.4 was
also previously known in the special case where k “ 1, though by different methods.
Indeed, Ilya Kapovich and Igor Rivin showed that for a random walk pwnq on OutpF q
(with additional restrictions on the measure µ), the probability that wn is atoroidal
and fully irreducible goes to 1 as nÑ 8 [Riv10]. (See Section 2.3 for definitions.)
1.2. Further applications. Thanks to the generality of Theorem 1.2, which is made
possible by the general framework of [MT14], we can provide several other applications
of interest. Following [MT14], we say that G is weakly hyperbolic if G admits a
nonelementary action on a separable hyperbolic space X. We say that a random
subgroup of G has property P if
PrΓpnq has P s Ñ 1
as nÑ 8. For any nonelementary measure µ, the proof of Theorem 1.2 additionally
yields the following corollary.
Corollary 1.6. A random subgroup of a weakly hyperbolic group is free and undis-
torted.
We note that when G itself is a hyperbolic group, Gilman, Miasnikov, and Osin have
shown that a random k-generated subgroup of G is free and undistorted [GMO10].
The novelty of Corollary 1.6 is that it applies to a much larger class of groups; e.g.
mapping class groups, outer automorphism groups of free groups, right-angled Artin
groups, acylindrically hyperbolic groups, and others. Our model of random subgroups
appears in several other places in the literature: starting from Guivarc’h’s random
walk proof of the Tits alternative [Gui90], it is explicitly formulated by Rivin [Riv10],
and Aoun [Aou11], who proves that a random subgroup of a non-virtually solvable
linear group is free and undistorted. Moreover, Myasnikov and Ushakov [MU08] prove
that random subgroups of pure braid groups are free, and provide applications of such
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results to cryptography.
As in the situation of the actions ModpSq ñ CpSq and OutpF q ñ I (discussed in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3), one is often particularly interested in those elements that act
as loxodromic isometries (i.e. have positive translation length). It is immediate from
Theorem 1.2 that, under the hypotheses of the theorem, every element of a random
subgroup of G is loxodromic.
In the special case of a right-angled Artin group ApΓq, Kim and Koberda have
introduced the extension graph Γe, a hyperbolic graph which admits a nonelementary
action ApΓq ñ Γe [KK13]. The loxodromic isometries of ApΓq with respect to this
action are precisely those g P ApΓq with cyclic centralizers. In [KMT14], the authors
study the properties of purely loxodromic subgroups of ApΓq, i.e. the subgroups for
which all nontrivial elements are loxodromic, and show their resemblance to convex
cocompact subgroups of mapping class groups. From Theorem 1.2, we have the
following:
Corollary 1.7. Let Γ be a finite simplicial graph that does not decompose as a non-
trivial join. Then a random subgroup of ApΓq is purely loxodromic.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Joseph Maher for several useful con-
versations. The first named author is partially supported by NSF DMS-1204592.
2. Background
2.1. Random walks. Let µ be a probability measure on a countable group G. In
order to define a random walk on G, let us consider a probability space pΩ,Pq, and
for each n P N, let gn : Ω Ñ G be a G-valued random variable such that the gn’s are
independent and identically distributed with distribution µ. We define the nth step
of the random walk to be the variable wn : Ω Ñ G
wn :“ g1g2 . . . gn.
The sequence pwnqnPN is called a sample path of the random walk. We denote as µn
the distribution of wn, which equals the n-fold convolution of µ with itself. That is,
µnpxq “ Prwn “ xs “
ÿ
x“g1...gn
µpg1q ¨ . . . ¨ µpgnq,
which describes the probability that the nth step of the random walk lands at x P G.
Moreover, the reflected measure µˇ is defined as µˇpgq :“ µpg´1q. We note that for
the random walk pwnq, the distribution of w´1n , the inverse of the nth step of the
random walk, is given by pµˇqn “ ˇpµnq.
Just as a random walk allows one to speak of a “random” element of G, we can
use k independent random walks to model a (k–generator) random subgroup of G.
In details, fix a probability measure µ on G and let pw1nqnPN, . . . , pwknqnPN be k inde-
pendent random walks each of whose increments are distributed according to µ. For
each n P N, we can consider the subgroup generated by the nth steps of our sample
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paths,
Γpnq “ xw1n, . . . , wkny ď G.
For example, if G is finitely generated and µ is supported on a finite, symmetric
generating set S for G, then Γpnq is the subgroup generated by selecting k (unreduced)
words of length n in the basis S uniformly at random.
We remark that this model for a random subgroup of G appears several places in
the literature, see for example [Gui90], [MU08], [GMO10], [Riv10], and [Aou11].
Now suppose that X is a separable hyperbolic space and that G acts on X by
isometries. The action G ñ X is nonelementary if there are g, h P G which act
loxodromically on X and whose fixed point sets on the Gromov boundary of X are
disjoint. Recall that an isometry g of X is loxodromic if it has positive translation
length on X, i.e. lim infnÑ8 dpx0, gx0q{n ą 0 for some x0 P X. A probability measure
µ on G is said to be nonelementary with respect to the action Gñ X if the semigroup
generated by the support of µ is a subgroup of G whose action on X is nonelementary.
In this note, we are interested in the behavior of the image of a random walk pwnq
under an orbit map G Ñ X. Hence, we fix once and for all a basepoint x0 P X and
consider the orbit map GÑ X given by g ÞÑ gx0.
Central to Maher and Tiozzo’s study of random walks onG is the notion of shadows,
which we now summarize. Given x0, x P X and R ě 0, the shadow Sx0px,Rq Ă X is
by definition the set
Sx0px,Rq “ ty P X : px ¨ yqx0 ě dXpx0, xq ´Ru.
When R ă 0, we declare that Sx0px,Rq “ H. The distance parameter of the shadow
Sx0px,Rq is the quantity dpx0, xq´R, which is coarsely equal to the distance from x0
to the shadow. It follows easily from hyperbolicity of X that there is a constant C,
depending only on the hyperbolicity constant of X, such that
pXzSx0px,Rqq Ă Sxpx0, dpx0, xq ´R ` Cq.(1)
See [MT14] for details.
We will need two additional results from [MT14]. The first roughly states that the
measure of a shadow decays to zero as the distance parameter goes to infinity. For
the precise statement, set
Shpx0, rq “ tSx0pgx0, Rq : g P G and dpx0, gx0q ´R ě ru.
This is the set of shadows based at x0 and centered at points in the orbit of x0 with
distance parameter at least r. The following is Corollary 5.3 of [MT14].
Lemma 2.1 (Maher–Tiozzo). Let G be a countable group which acts by isometries on
a separable hyperbolic space X, and let µ be a nonelementary probability distribution
on G. Then there is a function fprq, with fprq Ñ 0 as r Ñ 8 such that for all n
sup
SPShpx0,rq
"
µnpSq
µˇnpSq
*
ď fprq.
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Finally, we will need the fact that a random walk on G whose increments are
distributed according to a nonelementary measure has positive drift in X. This is
Theorem 1.2 of [MT14].
Theorem 2.2 (Maher–Tiozzo). Let G be a countable group which acts by isometries
on a separable hyperbolic space X, and let µ be a nonelementary probability distribu-
tion on G. Fix x0 P X. Then, there is a constant L ą 0 such that for almost every
sample path
lim inf
nÑ8
dpx0, wnx0q
n
“ L ą 0.
The constant L ą 0 in Theorem 2.2 is called the drift of the random walk pwnq.
2.2. Hyperbolic extensions of surface groups. Here, we briefly recall some back-
ground on convex cocompact subgroups of mapping class groups. See [FM02, KL08]
for details.
Fix S “ Sg, a closed, orientable surface of genus g ě 2. Associated to S are
its mapping class group ModpSq, its Teichmu¨ller space T pSq (considered with the
Teichmu¨ller metric), and its curve graph CpSq. We refer the reader to [FM12] for
definitions and background on these standard objects in surface topology. We recall
that there are natural actions ModpSqñ T pSq and ModpSqñ CpSq; the former given
by remarking and the latter given by the action of mapping classes on isotopy classes of
simple closed curves (see remarks following Theorem 2.3 for details). While the action
ModpSq ñ T pSq is properly discontinuous, T pSq is not negatively curved [Mas75,
MW94]. On the other hand, CpSq is a locally infinite graph and the action ModpSqñ
CpSq has large vertex stabilizers, but CpSq is hyperbolic by the foundational work
of Masur and Minsky [MM99]. Much can be learned about the coarse geometry
of ModpSq by studying its action on both T pSq and CpSq in conjunction with the
equivalent coarsely- Lipschitz map T pSq Ñ CpSq, which associates to each marked
hyperbolic surface its collection of shortest curves.
In [FM02], Farb and Mosher introduced convex cocompact subgroups of ModpSq
as those finitely generated subgroups Γ ď ModpSq for which the orbit Γ ¨X Ă T pSq of
some X P T pSq is quasiconvex with respect to the Teichmu¨ller metric. Our interest in
convex cocompact subgroups of ModpSq comes from their connection to hyperbolicity
of surface group extensions. This connection is summarized in the following theorem.
For additional characterizations of convex cocompactness, see [KL08, DT14b].
Theorem 2.3 (Farb–Mosher, Kent–Leininger, Hamensta¨dt). Let Γ be a finitely gen-
erated subgroup of ModpSq. Then the following are equivalent
(1) Γ is convex cocompact,
(2) the orbit map Γ Ñ CpSq is a quasi–isometric embedding, and
(3) the extension EΓ is hyperbolic.
In Theorem 2.3, the implication p3q ùñ p1q is due to Farb–Mosher, as is the
converse p1q ùñ p3q when Γ is free [FM02]. The general case of p1q ùñ p3q is
due to Hamensta¨dt [Ham05]. Finally, the equivalence p1q ðñ p2q is due to Kent–
Leininger [KL08] and, independently, Hamensta¨dt [Ham05]. To show that random
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subgroups of ModpSq induce hyperbolic extensions of pi1pSq (Theorem 1.3), we only
need the implication p2q ùñ p3q in Theorem 2.3. For this, it suffices to know a few
details about the action ModpSqñ CpSq, which we summarize here.
The curve graph CpSq is the graph whose vertices are isotopy classes of essential
simple closed curve and whose edges join vertices that have disjoint representatives
on S. As stated above, Masur–Minsky showed that CpSq is hyperbolic and that the
loxodromic elements of the action ModpSqñ CpSq, i.e. those elements with positive
translation length, are precisely the pseudo-Anosov mapping classes [MM99]. From
this, it easily follows that the action ModpSq ñ CpSq is nonelementary. In fact, it
is known that the action satisfies the much stronger property of being acylindrical
[Bow08], however, we will not need this fact here.
2.3. Hyperbolic extensions of free groups. Here, we recall some background on
hyperbolic extensions of free groups. See [DT14a] for additional detail.
Fix F “ FN , the free group of rank N ě 3. In [DT14a], Dowdall and the first author
study conditions on Γ ď OutpF q which imply that the extension EΓ is hyperbolic. In
this note, we require a (possibly weaker) version of their main theorem. We begin by
describing the particular OutpF q analog of the curve graph that we will require. This
is a version of the intersection graph I; an OutpF q–graph introduced by Kapovich
and Lustig in [KL09].
First, let I 1 be the graph whose vertices are conjugacy classes of F and two vertices
are joined by an edge if there is a very small simplicial tree F ñ T in which each
conjugacy class fixes a point. (Recall that a simplicial tree is very small if edge
stabilizers are maximal cyclic and tripod stabilizers are trivial.) Define I to be the
connected component of I 1 that contains the primitive conjugacy classes, i.e. those
conjugacy classes that belong to some basis for F . Note that we have a simplicial
action OutpF qñ I. The following theorem appears in [DT14a], where it is attributed
to Brian Mann and Patrick Reynolds:
Theorem 2.4 (Mann–Reynolds [MR]). The graph I is hyperbolic and f P OutpF q
acts with positive translation length on I if and only if f is atoroidal and fully irre-
ducible.
Although we will only require the statement of Theorem 2.5, we recall that f P
OutpF q is fully irreducible if no positive power of f fixes any conjugacy class of any
free factor of F . Also, f P OutpF q is atoroidal if no positive power fixes any conjugacy
class of elements of F . If the extension EΓ of Γ ď OutpF q is hyperbolic then it is
necessarily the case that each infinite order element of Γ is atoroidal. The following
appears as Theorem 9.2 of [DT14a].
Theorem 2.5 (Dowdall–Taylor). Let Γ be a finitely generated subgroup of OutpF q.
Suppose that the orbit map Γ Ñ I is a quasi–isometric embedding for some x0 P I.
Then the corresponding extension EΓ is hyperbolic.
Just as in the situation of the mapping class group acting on the curve graph, it
follows from Theorem 2.4 that the action OutpF q ñ I is nonelementary, i.e. there
exists a pair loxodromic elements with no common fixed points on BI. In fact,
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according to Mann–Reynolds [MR], the action Out ñ I satisfies the stronger property
of being WPD.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We begin by providing conditions for when the orbit map from a k-generator group
into a hyperbolic space is a quasi–isometric embedding. We require the following
well-known lemma; see, for example, [Gro87, GdlH90, GMO10]. First, recall that for
x, y, z P X, the Gromov product, denoted py ¨ zqx, is defined as
py ¨ zqx “ 1
2
pdpx, yq ` dpx, zq ´ dpy, zqq.
When X is hyperbolic, the Gromov product py ¨ zqz coarsely agrees with the distance
from x to any geodesic between y and x. See [BH09] for details.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a δ-hyperbolic metric space with points p0, . . . , pn satisfying
min tdppi´1, piq, dppi, pi`1qu ě 2ppi´1 ¨ pi`1qpi ` 18δ ` 1.(2)
Then, dpp0, pnq ě n.
Lemma 3.1 easily implies the following:
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a δ-hyperbolic space and, for 1 ď i ď k, let gi P IsompXq be
isometries of X such that for some x0 P X we have
dpx0, gix0q ě 2pg˘1j x0 ¨ g˘1l x0qx0 ` 18δ ` 1(3)
for all 1 ď i, j, l ď k except when j “ l and the exponent on the gj and gl are the
same. Then the orbit map xg1, . . . , gky Ñ X given by g ÞÑ gx0 is a quasi-isometric
embedding.
Proof. Set Γ “ xg1 . . . , gky. As the orbit map Γ Ñ X is always coarsely Lipschitz, it
suffices to prove that for any g P Γ,
|g|Γ ď dpx0, gx0q.
To see this, write g “ s0 . . . sn as a reduced word where si P tg˘10 , . . . , g˘1k u and
n “ |g|Γ. Letting pi “ ps0s1 . . . siqx0, we note that by Lemma 3.1 it suffices to show
that Inequality (2) holds for these points. Observe that since the action of Γ is by
isometries on X,
min tdppi´1, piq, dppi, pi`1qu “ mintdpx0, six0q, dpx0, si`1x0qu
ě 2ps´1i x0 ¨ si`1x0qx0 ` 18δ ` 1
“ 2ppi´1 ¨ pi`1qpi ` 18δ ` 1
where the first inequality holds by (3) and the fact that si ‰ s´1i`1. This completes
the proof. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let G be a countable group with a nonelementary action by isometries
on a hyperbolic space X. Let µ be a nonelementary probability measure on G and
fix x0 P X. Suppose that pwnq and punq be independent random walks on G whose
increments are distributed according to µ. Then
Prpw˘1n x0 ¨ u˘1n x0qx0 ď lpnqs Ñ 1,(4)
as nÑ 8. Here, l : NÑ N is any function with lpnq Ñ 8 as nÑ 8.
Proof. First note that since pwnq and punq are independent random walks with incre-
ments distributed according to µ, both wn and un have distribution µn. Moreover,
w´1n and u´1n , the inverses of the nth steps, have distribution µˇn as noted at the be-
ginning of Section 2.1. Since the proofs of (4) in each of the 4 possible cases are
identical, we show
Prpwnx0 ¨ u´1n x0qx0 ď lpnqs Ñ 1,
as nÑ 8.
By setting Rn “ dpx0, unx0q ´ lpnq, we have
Prpwnx0 ¨ u´1n x0qx0 ď lpnqs “ 1´ Prwnx0 P Sx0pu´1n x0, Rnqs,
where the shadow Sx0punx0, Rnq has distance parameter lpnq. As wn and u´1n are
independent with distributions µn and µˇn, respectively, we have that
Prwnx0 P Sx0pu´1n x0, Rnqs “
ÿ
gPG
Prwnx0 P Sx0pu´1n x0, Rnq | u´1n “ gs ¨ µˇnpgq
“
ÿ
gPG
µnpSx0pgx0, Rnqqµˇnpgq
ď fplpnqq,
where the last inequality uses the decay of shadows (Lemma 2.1). Since fplpnqq Ñ 0
as nÑ 8, the lemma follows. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a countable group with a nonelementary action by isometries
on a hyperbolic space X. Let µ be a nonelementary probability measure on G and fix
x0 P X. Suppose that pwnq is a random walk on G whose increments are distributed
according to µ. Then
Prpwnx0 ¨ w´1n x0qx0 ď lpnqs Ñ 1,
as n Ñ 8. Here, l : N Ñ N is any function with lpnq Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8 and
lim sup lpnq
n
ă L
2
, where L is the drift of pwnq.
Proof. We follow the argument in [MT14]. For each n, let m :“ tn
2
u, and we can write
wn “ wmum, with um :“ w´1m wn “ gm`1 . . . gn. Note that the random walks wm and
um are independent, and um has distribution µn´m. We first claim that
Prpwnx0 ¨ wmx0qx0 ě lpnqs Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.
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Proof of claim. Indeed,
Prpwnx0 ¨ wmx0qx0 ě lpnqs “ Prpumx0 ¨ x0qw´1m x0 ě lpnqs
“ Prumx0 P Sw´1m x0px0, Rqs
where R :“ dpx0, w´1m x0q ´ lpnq. Using Observation (1), we note that
pXzSw´1m x0px0, Rqq Ă Sx0pw´1m x0, Rnq,
where Rn “ lpnq ` C, and C depends only on the hyperbolicity constant of X. This
implies that
Prpwnx0 ¨ wmx0qx0 ě lpnqs ě 1´ Prumx0 P Sx0pw´1m x0, Rnqs.
Further, using independence of wm and um, we see
Prumx0 P Sx0pw´1m x0, Rnqs “
ÿ
gPG
Prumx0 P Sx0pw´1m x0, Rnq | wm “ gs ¨ µmpgq
“
ÿ
gPG
µn´mpSx0pg´1x0, Rnqqµmpgq.(5)
Let us now pick  ą 0 such that lim sup lpnq`n
n
ă L
2
, where L is the drift of pwnq; then
by considering in Equation (5) only the g such that dpx0, g´1x0q ě lpnq ` n, and
using the estimate for the distance parameter of Sx0pg´1x0, Rnq we get
Prumx0 P Sx0pw´1m x0, Rnqs ď fpn´ Cq ` Prdpx0, wmx0q ď lpnq ` ns.
The first term tends to 0 by the decay of shadows (Lemma 2.1) and the second because
of linear progress (Theorem 2.2). This proves the claim. 
We return to the proof of Lemma 3.4. As in the proof of the claim, replacing wn
with w´1n and wm with w´1n wm “ u´1m it follows that
Prpw´1n x0 ¨ w´1n wmx0qx0 ě lpnqs Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.
Then, by Lemma 3.4 (using that wm and um are independent)
Prpwmx0 ¨ w´1n wmx0qx0 ď lpnq ´ 3δs Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.
Finally, by δ-hyperbolicity (Lemma 3.5 below),
Prpwnx0 ¨ w´1n x0qx0 ď lpnq ` 2δs Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.
This completes the proof. 
The following lemma was used in the proof of Lemma 3.4. It appears as Lemma
5.9 in [MT14], but is proven here for convenience to the reader.
Lemma 3.5 (Fellow traveling is contagious). Suppose that X is a δ–hyperbolic space
with basepoint x0 and suppose that A ě 0. If a, b, c, d P X are points of X with
pa ¨ bqx0 ě A, pc ¨ dqx0 ě A, and pa ¨ cqx0 ď A ´ 3δ. Then pb ¨ dqx0 ´ 2δ ď pa ¨ cqx0 ďpb ¨ dqx0 ` 2δ.
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Proof. By hyperbolicity, pa¨cqx0 ě mintpa¨bqx0 , pb¨cqx0u´δ. Since pa¨cqx0 ď pa¨bqx0´3δ,
it must be that pa ¨cqx0 ě pb ¨cqx0´δ. Exactly the same reasoning using the inequalitypa ¨ cqx0 ě mintpa ¨ dqx0 , pd ¨ cqx0u ´ δ gives that pa ¨ cqx0 ě pa ¨ dqx0 ´ δ. Hence,pa ¨ dqx0 ď pa ¨ cqx0 ` δ ď pa ¨ bqx0 ´ 2δ.
Another application of hyperbolicity yields pa ¨ dqx0 ě mintpa ¨ cqx0 , pc ¨ dqx0u ´ δ “pa ¨ cqx0 ´ δ. Combining these facts we have
pb ¨ dqx0 ě mintpa ¨ bqx0 , pa ¨ dqx0u ´ δ
“ pa ¨ dqx0 ´ δ
ě pa ¨ cqx0 ´ 2δ.
To prove the reverse inequality, first note that the inequality pa ¨dqx0 ď pa ¨bqx0´2δ
obtained above implies that pa ¨ dqx0 ě mintpa ¨ bqx0 , pb ¨ dqx0u´ δ “ pb ¨ dqx0 ´ δ. Then
pa ¨ cqx0 ě mintpa ¨ dqx0 , pd ¨ cqx0u ´ δ
“ pa ¨ dqx0 ´ δ
ě pb ¨ dqx0 ´ 2δ,
as required. 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Fix x0 P X and set Γpnq “ xw1n, . . . wkny. By Lemma 3.2, the
probability that Γpnq Ñ X is a quasi-isometric embedding is bounded below by the
probability that
(6) dpx0, winx0q ě 2ppwjnq˘1x0 ¨ pwlnq˘1x0qx0 ` 18δ ` 1
for all choices of indices 1 ď i, j, l ď k, excluding the cases that produce terms
involving the Gromov product of a point with itself.
It is easily verified that the probability of (6) goes to 1 as n Ñ 8. Indeed, by
Theorem 2.2,
Prdpx0, winx0q ě Lns Ñ 1
as n Ñ 8, for each 1 ď i ď k, where L is the drift of the random walks. Moreover,
combining Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4, we see that for j ‰ l,
Prppwjnq˘1x0 ¨ pwlnq˘1x0qx0 ď lpnqs Ñ 1
and for each 1 ď j ď k,
Prpwjnx0 ¨ pwjnq´1x0qx0 ď lpnqs Ñ 1,
for any function lpnq with lpnq Ñ 8 as n Ñ 8 and lim sup lpnq
n
ď 1
2
L. Additionally
choosing lpnq so that 2lpnq ` 18δ ` 1 ď Ln completes the proof. 
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